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a b s t r a c t
A series of oligopyrrole dications, n-Py2þ , n = 1–12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 27 are studied with hybrid density functional theory at the B3PW91/6-31+G(d,p) level. Geometry optimization and electronic structure of oligopyrrole dications are revisited using spin-restricted and spin-unrestricted methods. It is found that the
ground states of short oligopyrrole dications n-Py2þ (n < 7) are spin-restricted singlet ground states. Thus,
the charge carrier in these molecular dications has characteristics of a bipolaron. In contrast, medium size
oligopyrrole dications ð7 6 n 6 15Þ have a spin-unrestricted singlet ground state and display charge carriers that have a polaron pair character. With increasing oligomer length, the spin-unrestricted singlet
and the triplet become degenerate such that for even longer oligopyrrole dications ðn-Py2þ ; n P 18Þ
the ground state is a triplet and the charge carrier is predominantly a polaron pair.
Ó 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
A major challenge in the study of conducting polymers is to
understand the mechanism of charge transport. A fundamental
question in understanding the conductivity of oxidized polypyrroles (PPys) is the characterization of the charge carriers. Indeed,
carriers may be spinless bipolarons [1–3] or spin-carrying polarons
[1,2,4]. The design of new materials with improved properties such
as light emitting diodes (LEDs) [5], photovoltaic cells [6] and artiﬁcial muscles [7] would beneﬁt if the dichotomy is resolved. Polythiophene has been the most studied conducting polymer.
However, even for this polymer, contradictory opinions exist concerning the conducting mechanism. Semiempirical calculations
predicted that two polarons on the oligothiophene chain would
be more stable than one bipolaron for oligomers longer than the
dodecamer [8]. Brocks [9], using local density functional theory,
proposed that the polaron pair was a stable charge carrier in oligothiophenes while bipolaron formation was unstable with respect
to separation into polarons. Contrarily, Silva’s theoretical study
[10] showed that the bipolaron structure is dominant for highly
doped polythiophene. Recent hybrid density functional studies of
oligothiophenes [11,12] stated that the bipolaron formation was
predominant over polaron pairs for short oligothiophene dications
while both bipolaron and polaron pair contributed to the carrier
structure for medium size oligothiophene dications. These authors
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reported that the polaron pair became dominant for long oligothiophene dications. Various experiments also reported contradictory
assignments for distinguishing between bipolaron and polaron
pairs [13–17].
Polypyrrole (PPy) is another prototypical conducting polymer
for which much less has been discovered concerning the mechanism of conduction. In fact, the mechanism of conduction in PPy
is still open for discussion. According to Heeger et al. [18], the formation of bipolaron species in conjugated polymers is energetically favorable as compared to the formation of two polarons.
Bredas and Street [19] combined UV–vis measurements of PPy at
different oxidation levels with theoretical calculations to correlate
the evolution of the UV–vis absorption bands with the formation of
polaron and bipolaron species. They asserted that the spinless
bipolaron was the charge carrier of preference. Shimoi et al. [20]
using density-matrix renormalization group studied the stability
of polaron and bipolaron in conjugated polymers and found that
the charge distribution changed from polaron to bipolaron with
increasing doping level. In situ Raman spectro-electrochemistry
has been used to study polaron and bipolaron formation in PPy
by Santos et al. [21]. These authors showed that as PPy was oxidized from the neutral pristine state, a transient new phase featuring both benzenoid and quinoid phases was observed. They
correlated this intermediary phase with polaron formation. Theoretical studies of PPy and oligopyrroles n-Py, n = 2–24 (n being
the number of monomer rings) have mainly been restricted to
the structural, energetic and electronic properties with emphasis
in high doping concentration [22–27]. A thorough understanding
of the nature of charge carriers in oligopyrrole chains merits further study.
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In this work we present a density functional theory study of oligopyrrole dications with emphasis on the spin behavior of the
molecular wave function associated with types of charge localization characterizing oligomers of different lengths. The spin-restricted and spin-unrestricted singlet ground states of n-Py2þ
ðn ¼ 2—24Þ are investigated with the goal of clarifying whether polaron pairs or bipolaron structures are predominant in the oligopyrrole dications. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the methodology used. Section 3 describes the geometrical conﬁgurations and electronic properties of n-Py dications as
well as the discussion for the formation of the polaron pairs and
bipolarons. This paper is concluded in Section 4.
2. Theoretical methods
Density functional theory (DFT) and the hybrid Becke–Perdew–
Wang 1991 (B3PW91) approach [28–30] are used throughout this
study, which includes local and nonlocal correlation functionals. A
double valence basis set 6-31+G(d,p) with diffuse and polarization
functions for all atoms is adopted in all calculations [31]. Larger basis sets 6-311+G(d,p) were used for 18-Py, which showed comparable results with the 6-31+G(d,p). Therefore, in this paper we
report calculations based on the latter only. The Gaussian 03 package [32] is used throughout. The choice of the correlation functional is based on comparative results of Py structure using a
variety of functionals: B3PW91 [29,30], B3LYP [33,34], B3BMK
[35], PBE [36] and M06-HF [37]. Results closest to experiment
[38,26] are obtained with B3PW91, reproducing the experimental
planar structure of pyrrole (Py) with the smallest error of 1.0%.
The B3PW91 approach is then adopted, which additionally allows
for comparison with our previous studies [23–25]. The Py molecule
is a C2v planar structure with a strong dipole moment of 1.94D in
the direction of the NAH bond and 23.5, 26.8, 34.4D Å for
the diagonal elements of the quadrupole matrix.
Geometry optimization for each n-Py oligomer ðn ¼ 1—12; 15;
18; 21; 24; 27Þ and its corresponding oligomer dication were attained by minimizing the molecular electronic energy with respect
to coordinates of all atoms in 3D using the Berny algorithm and
redundant internal coordinates [39,40]. Optimizations ensured
accuracies of 104 Bohr for distances and 108 Hartrees for energies. The geometry conformations of n-Py and n-Py2þ were optimized with anti-gauche arrangements of the monomers [23]. The
frequency analysis was performed for stable singlet and triplet
states of neutral and dication oligomers with lengths up to 12Py. A frequency analysis of these geometry optimized structures
yielded positive frequencies, indicating that such structures corresponded to minima of the electronic energy. For oligomers longer
than 12-Py, the vibrational frequency calculation was beyond our
present computational ability. Mulliken population analysis and
the natural population analysis (NPA) are used to calculate the
atomic charges of the oligopyrrole dications. Electronic states of
the oligopyrrole dications are calculated in spin-restricted
(RB3PW91) and spin-unrestricted (UB3PW91) singlet states and
in the triplet state.
3. Bipolaron versus polaron pair in oxidized nPy2þ oligomers
Spin-restricted and spin-unrestricted hybrid DFT have been
used in the past for investigating the transition from bipolaron to
two-polarons in doubly charged oligothiophenes [11,41]. In this
work we follow the approach of these authors to investigate the
localization of positive charge (hole) in dication oligopyrrole
chains. A spin-restricted singlet calculation, RB3PW91, corresponds to formation of a bipolaron (one spatially localized hole
of +2e) and zero spin for the system while the unrestricted calcu-

lations, UB3PW91, signals the appearance of a polaron pair (two
spatially localized holes, each of +e) with system spin either zero
or one. We ﬁnd that the spin-restricted approach for short oligomer dications up to 6-Py2þ yields a stable spin-restricted singlet
ground state. Indeed, the square of the spin S2 of n-Py2þ (n = 5, 6)
is zero. Thus, dications of short oligopyrroles exhibit spinless bipolaron formation. However, dications of longer oligopyrroles n-Py2þ
(n > 6) exhibit a signiﬁcant contribution of polaron pair character
in their ground state (two spatially separated cation radicals within the same molecule). This is evidenced by the appearance of an
instability in the RB3PW91 solution of the singlet state while the
spin-unrestricted solution is stable, highlighting the diradical character of the wavefunction in oligopyrrole dications with lengths up
to 15-Py2þ . Indeed, these medium-sized oligomer dications n-Py2þ
(6 < n < 16) posses a triplet state located very close in energy above
the singlet ground state and the ground state wave function acquires a mixed singlet–triplet character. Additionally, S2 is not zero
after annihilation. As a consequence, medium-sized oligomer dications display a splitting of one bipolaron into two polarons. This
pair of polarons are associated with two intramolecular cation radicals with opposite spin such that the state is a singlet. For 18-Py2þ
and longer oligopyrrole dications the triplet state becomes their
ground state. Oligomer dications with long chains have polaron
pair conﬁguration arising from the triplet state character of the
wave function. These observations indicate that the polaron pair
character of the ground-state is increasingly important as the oligomer length increases. Table 1 gives the binding energies (total
energy referred to the energy of the separated neutral atoms divided by n, the number of monomers in the oligomer) of the oligomer dications in the singlet and triplet states.
In addition, following Ref. [42], an estimate of the singlet
ground state energy eliminating the singlet–triplet mixing can be
calculated from Esinglet ¼ ðE  aEsþ1 Þ=ð1  aÞ, with a ¼ ð< S2 > s
ðs þ 1ÞÞ=2ðs þ 1Þ. Estimated energies of the singlet state are reported in the fourth column of Table 1, showing that the singlet
estimate is lower in energy than the calculated singlet state for
chains up to 15-Py2þ . For longer chains the estimated singlet displays a slight energy destabilization, evidencing that the ground
state is the triplet state.
The top of Fig. 1 shows the numbering scheme given to bonds in
a portion of neutral PPy. In Fig. 1a–d, the black line depicts CAC
bond lengths in the conjugated p chain of the neutral oligomers
n-Py (n = 6, 8, 15, 24) with benzenoid structure. The colored line
with squares in Fig. 1a depicts the same CAC bond lengths of the
dication oligomer 6-Py2þ . The effect of bipolaron presence on the

Table 1
Binding energies of optimized oligopyrrole dication structures in singlet and triplet
states at the B3PW91/6-31+G(d,p) level of theory. The grounds states are singlets for
n-Py with 5 6 n 6 15 and triplets otherwise. The last column, Esinglet =n, is an energy
estimate of the pure singlet state [42]. Energies are in eV.
n-Py2þ

Esinglet =n

Etriplet =n

estimated Esinglet =n

5-Py2þ

50.5096

50.4489

50.5096

6-Py2þ

50.9199

50.8987

50.9199

7-Py2þ

51.1919

51.1825

51.1919

8-Py2þ

51.4037

51.3960

51.4097

9-Py2þ

51.5481

51.5437

51.5518

10-Py2þ

51.6577

51.6553

51.6600

11-Py2þ

51.7432

51.7418

51.7444

12-Py2þ

51.8118

51.8109

51.8126

15-Py2þ

51.9524

51.9523

51.9525

18-Py2þ

52.0384

52.0385

52.0383

21-Py2þ

52.0961

52.0963

52.0958

24-Py2þ

52.1372

52.1375

52.1369

27-Py2þ

52.1678

52.1681

52.1675
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Fig. 1. CAC bond length along the conjugated chain for neutral and dication n-Py ðn ¼ 6; 8; 15; 27Þ. Black lines depict the neutral oligomers and colored lines correspond to the
dications. Restricted singlet calculation is R, unrestricted singlet calculation is U and T is triplet.

backbone CAC bond length alternation is clearly seen. The central
part of the chain has acquired inter-monomer CAC bond lengths
compatible with the quinoid phase of the oligomer. In fact the benzenoid phase has single CAC inter-monomer bonds of 1.44 Å. These
bond lengths are depleted to 1.40 Å in the three central monomers,
more consistent with the bond length of inter-monomer CAC double bonds characteristic of the quinoid phase. Meanwhile the colored line with circles in Fig. 1b–c shows the backbone CAC bond
lengths when there is mixture between polaron pair and bipolaron.
It is evident that the polaron pair produces a small and more
homogeneous decrease in inter-monomer CAC bond lengths,
impeding characterization of clear regions with quinoid structure.
The most noticeable effect in medium-sized oligomer dications is
the internal-to-monomer CAC bond length change, which is indicative of delocalization of the p electron cloud on each monomer
ring. A similar effect, now extending along the full chain, is visible
for the long oligomer dications as shown in Fig. 1d (colored line
with triangles) where all internal-to monomer CAC bonds have
basically the same bond length and the inter-monomer bonds are
slightly shorter (1.435 Å) than in neutral oligomers. Delocalization
of the p electrons over each monomer ring is evident.
Mulliken population analysis and NPA are used to analyze the
charge distribution along the chain of oligomer dications. The total
charge on each monomer as a function of its position along the
chain is shown in Fig. 2. Figures on the left correspond to Mulliken
population analysis, while ﬁgures on the right depict the charge
distribution obtained within the NPA method. The top two plots
of Fig. 2 illustrate results for the oligomer dication 6-Py2þ showing
an appreciable charge localization on the two central monomers
(third and fourth) characteristic of bipolaron formation. The central
plots for 8-Py2þ and 15-Py2þ show the tendency of two polarons to
split apart and localize toward the ends of the oligomer chain. The
NPA results show this effect very clearly. Bottom plots illustrate

the charge distribution when the ground state is a triplet, indicating that there is a fairly delocalized charge distribution along the
length of the oligomer dication with a slightly larger charge localizing at the two oligomer ends.
A comparison between the electronic structure of neutral oligomers and their dications is provided in Fig. 3 showing changes in
the HOMO–LUMO gap energy region. As expected, in the case of
6-Py2þ , the bipolaron is identiﬁed by the detachment of one state
from the valence band and one state from the excited band. These
states position themselves quite symmetrically within the HOMO–
LOMO gap. This effect is also seen in 8-Py2þ and 15-Py2þ , although
the two states are located asymmetrically in the gap. This asymmetry increases with the length of the oligomer as is characteristic of
polaron-pairs. The case of 24-Py2þ shows clearly the formation of
localized bands within the HOMO–LUMO gap, which enriches the
optical spectrum.
The vibrational spectra and their IR-active intensities for 6-Py2þ
and 12-Py2þ are depicted in Fig. 4. The IR active frequencies of both
6-Py2þ and 12-Py2þ singlet states (top in Fig. 4) are predominantly
distributed in the region of 950–1700 cm1. The vibrational frequencies for the triplet state (bottom in Fig. 4) are distributed in
the same spectral region. For 6-Py2þ the strongest vibrational frequency locates at 1629 cm1 corresponding to NAH, CAH bending
and CAC stretching motions. The second strong vibrational mode
at 1433 cm1 for the 6-Py2þ singlet state corresponds to a combination of NAH, CAH bending and NAC, CAC stretching motions,
while the third high peak at 973 cm1 is assigned to CAH bending
and ring distortion motions. In the triplet state the former mode is
slightly red shifted to 1429 cm1, while the second high peak at
1390 cm1 also corresponds to a combination of NAH, CAH bending and CAC stretching motions. For 12-Py2þ the ﬁrst four dominant vibrational modes for both states are located at 1615 cm1
(NAH bending and CAC stretching), 1382 cm1 (CAC stretching),
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Fig. 2. Charge distribution along the chain of n-Py2þ ðn ¼ 6; 8; 15; 27Þ. Mulliken population analysis results are on the left and NPA charges are on the right.

Fig. 3. Electronic structure of n-Py and n-Py2þ ðn ¼ 6; 8; 15; 24Þ showing the HOMO–LUMO energy gap. Restricted singlet calculation is R, unrestricted singlet calculation is U
and T is triplet.

1501 cm1 (CAC stretching and CAN stretching), and 1255 cm1)
(NAH, CAH bending). This similarity proves that both states, singlet and triplet, of 12-Py2þ are not only close in energy but have
similar curvature.

4. Conclusion
In summary, this hybrid DFT method study of n-Py dications
shows that the short chain n-Py2þ (n < 7) oligomer dications

display bipolarons, while in medium-sized oligopyrrole dications
n-Py2þ ð6 6 n 6 16Þ two polarons are formed in the ground singlet
state. In long oligopyrrole dications, n-Py2þ (n > 15), the polaron
pair becomes dominant but the ground state is a triplet. These
observations are useful for the synthetic chemist indicating that
the phase change benzenoid–quinoid occurring upon double-oxidation of the oligopyrroles will only occur in short regions of 3–4
monomers of polymer backbone. The only possibility to extend
that spatial region is then to induce multiply charged oligomer cations [23]. Our observations are also useful to assert that when the
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Fig. 4. Vibrational spectrum of the 6-Py2þ and 12-Py2þ in the singlet ground state (top) and triplet ﬁrst excited state (bottom). Intensities are normalized to the highest peak
in each spectrum.

phase of the polymer is quinoid, the charge carriers are bipolarons.
Experimentally it has been observed that a high level of dopants
25–35% is needed to reach a full quinoid structure. Our results
are in full agreement with this empirical fact.
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